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The spread of COVID-19 is having an unprecedent impact on not just t he aviat ion indust ry but t he global
economy. While t he immediat e and most pressing concern is human cost in t erms of people’s healt h and t he
t ragedy of escalat ing fat alit ies, COVID-19 has creat ed profound implicat ions for nearly all businesses and
indust ries. What st art ed out as looking like a repeat of t he SARS out break (2002/03) or Swine flu (2009/10),
bot h of which had relat ively modest and short -lived impact s on aviat ion and t he economy, has escalat ed
t o a much larger emergency. The impact on aviat ion has been cat ast rophic. The sit uat ion is changing on
a daily basis and t here remains considerable uncert aint y as t o how long t his out break will last and what
will be t he final impact s.

Unfortunately, the United States has the worst COVID-19 outbreak in the world, resulting in profound impacts
to the U.S. aviation industry. A few of the impacts are;
• The major U.S. airlines collectively lost $11 billion in the 2nd quarter of 2020 alone. The largest quarterly loss on record.
• In the immediate weeks after the global shut down, U.S. airport passenger traffic declined 95%. Traffic has rebounded only
slightly and uneven in the U.S. Total passenger traffic in the U.S. is still down 75% from the prior year.
• Before the pandemic, one in 10 American jobs were supported by the travel industry, but since the outbreak more than half
of the 15.8 million people working in the related roles have lost their jobs.
• Massive airline layoffs are expected at the end of September as employee protections are removed at the end of the CARES Act.
As of this writing, a second CARES Act (or the equivalent) is being debated within the U.S. Government.
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Commercial aviation in the Commonwealth has also experienced tremendous negative impacts;
• Total passenger traffic at Virginia airports declined 96% in April and 92% in May.
• Eighty-Eight nonstop markets are no longer served from the Commonwealth.
• Currently, August seat capacity is down nearly 60% from the prior year.
• Significant loss of passengers results in significant loss of
revenues at Virginia airports.
• Ripple effects spiral down and impact hotels, rental
car agencies, and restaurants, just to name a few.

Large Hub
Small Hub
Non-Hub

DOAVasked Inter VISTAS to assist in evaluating the impact of Covid-19 on commercial airports in Virginia,
and the need for possible additional Commonwealth aid to Virginia’s commercial airports to ensure the
funding needed to respond to the significant decline in airport traffic and revenue. The following sections
summarize the results of this review and presents recommendations for consideration.
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Execut ive Summary
• The Commonwealth of Virginia’s diverse system of airports
plays a vital role in the state and regional economies by creating
jobs and contributing to overall economic development.
• Covid-19 is having unprecedented impacts on the global
aviation industry. U.S. airlines reported a record combined loss
of $11.2 billion in the 2nd quarter alone. U.S. airports
experienced a passenger decline in April and May of 95% and
90% respectively.
• All Commonwealth commercial airports have experienced
tremendous declines in traffic and revenue since March 2020.
Recovery has been slow.
• Passenger recovery will be determined by our country’s ability
to control the virus. Until a vaccine is widely available,
meaningful recovery will not occur. InterVISTAS estimates
Commonwealth air passengers will not recover to 2019 levels
until early 2024.
• The CARES Act providing federal aid for airlines and airports
was passed in March 2020. The nine commercial airports in the
Commonwealth received a total of $308 million in CARES Act
funding.

• The distribution of CARES Act funding for Virginia airports was in
some cases uneven in relation to annual financial needs and raises
questions around actions that individual airports might need to
consider.
• Since the formal announcements of government actions related to
Covid-19 in the United States, the outlook has changed from
“temporary impact” to a “more prolonged impact”. The most recent
increase in cases in the U.S. has dampened the outlook even further.
• All of this points to the need to consider potential further aid for
airports.
• Airports in the Commonwealth regard the existing funding program
positively and would welcome additional Commonwealth support
during this unprecedented period of
Covid-19 impact.
• InterVISTAS has outlined several potential concepts, specific to aid
that the Commonwealth might provide to the commercial airports in
Virginia. There are different forms of aid to consider, and we have
attempted to present a range of alternatives.

Pre-COVID19 Traffic and
Air Service Performance
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In 2019, Virginia’s
Tot al Passengers
Reached a Hist orical
High, at 59.3 Million
Aft er a rela t ively fla t period,
following t he 2008 recession,
Virginia ’s t ot a l pa ssengers
ha ve rebounded, growing 3.7%
a nnua lly since 2014 a nd
rea ching 59.3 million t ot a l
pa ssengers in 2019

62
60
58
Millions of Total Passengers
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Avg. Annual Growt h

Virginia

2009 – 2014

0.5%

2014 – 2019

3.7%

2009 – 2019

2.1%
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Source: Airport Records
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A Comparison of Nat ional and Virginia Tot al
Passenger Growt h Trends Indicat es t hat
Virginia has Slight ly Lagged t he Nat ion
• Virginia grew at an average annual growth rate
of 0.5% between 2009 and 2014 and 3.7%
between 2014 and 2019
• While the U.S. grew at an annual rate of 1.6%
between 2009 and 2014 and grew at a rate of
4.1% per annum between 2014 and 2019
• Virginia’s passenger growth has been
historically below the National average due to
its significant government related passenger
traffic. Sequestration continues to be an
impact.
Source: FAAAir Carrier Activity Information System (ACAIS)

150

Index of Enplaned Passengers (2008 = 100)

• Virginia’s air traffic has recovered more slowly
than the total U.S., following the economic
recession
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2.8%
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Virginia Load Fact ors (LF’s) Have Remained
St eady t he Past Four Years,
• Due to fewer
departures, and
increased demand,
average Virginia LF’s
increased from 73%
to 80% during the
period 2009-2015

Average Load Fact ors at Virginia Airport s vs. t he U.S. Average
90%

Tot al Virginia

85%

Tot al US

80%
75%

• Virginia LF’s is now
2 percentage points
lower than the
national average

70%
65%
60%
55%
50%
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Note: Load factor is defined
as the percentage of seats
occupied on an aircraft.
Source: T-100 Data via Diio.
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The Benefit s of Virginia
Airport s Go Well Beyond Basic
Transport at ion – The Virginia
Airport Syst em Generat ed Over
146,000 J obs and $23 Billion in
Economic Act ivit y in 2016
J OBS

146,660

WAGES

$7.7 Billion

ECONOMIC ACTIVITY

$22.9 Billion

• Virginia airports created
and sustained 146,660 jobs
or 3.6 percent of total
employment in Virginia.
• J obs supported by Virginia
airports contributed $7.7 billion
in payroll each year.
• More than 72,000 people
boarded commercial aircraft
in Virginia every day.
• Each day, more than 4,000
aircraft took off from and
landed at Virginia airports.
• Each day, approximately
23,000 visitors arrived in the
state on commercial airline
or general aviation aircraft.
• Each job at Virginia’s
airports supported an
additional 2.2 jobs in
the Commonwealth.

COVID-19 Traffic and
Air Service Impact s

11
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Virginia Passenger
Trends Were St rong
at t he St art of 2020

Percent in Change in Tot al Passengers From t he Prior Year
January 2020 – May 2020
9%

6%

• COVID-19 has Reduced
Passenger traffic to
Unprecedented Levels

-39%
-55%

• National average declines
for April and May were -95%
and -90% respectively

-96%

J anuary

February

March

April

-92%

May

Source: Airport Records

YTD May
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Current seat capacit y from Virginia
airport s is down 55% from t he prior year
Seat Depart ures (Millions) From Virginia Airport s
January 2019 – August 2020
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Nonst op Market s No Longer Served
August 2019 vs. August 2020

Compared
t o Last Year,
Eight y-Eight
Nonst ops Market s
are no Longer
Served From t he
Commonwealt h

Int ernat ional

Domest ic

Tot al

-31

-57

-88

Source: Innovata Schedules, via Diio
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Virginia has been one of t he hardest hit St at es

– pa ssenger t ra ffic down 79% from a yea r a go

• U.S. a vera ge percent

Percent Change in TSA Throughput
Week of July 27, 2020 vs. Same Week a Year Ago

cha nge is -73%
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Source: TSAReports
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Average Domest ic Load Fact ors at Virginia Airport s
2020

During t he
height of t he
pandemic,
Virginia’s
domest ic load
fact or fell
t o 10%

71%

74%

• Indust ry a vera ge for t he

mont h of April wa s 12%
44%

10%

J anuary

February

March

April

Note: Load factor is defined as the percentage of seats occupied on an aircraft.
Source: T-100 Data via Diio.
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Aft er bot t oming out in early April, U.S. t raffic has
rebound slight ly…st ill down 70% from a year ago
TSA Throughput Passengers 7-Day Moving Average (in Thousands)
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Source: TSAReports

2020

The Major Airlines Lost Over
$11.2 Billion in t he 2nd Quart er of 2020 Alone
Operat ing Profit (Loss) in $ Millions
Allegiant

Hawaiian

Spirit

Alaska

($113)

($149)

($190)

($288)

jetBlue

Southwest

United

American

Delta

($410)

($1,127)
($1,637)

• Unit ed, America n, Delt a , a nd Sout hwest , combine t o

a ccount for 83% of Virginia ’s pa ssengers. Also combine t o
a ccount for $10.1 billion of t he t ot a l loss of $11.2 billion.

($2,486)

Source: Airline financial reports. Frontier and Sun Country have yet to file data.

($4,815)
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Indust ry Execut ives are pessimist ic
on a quick recovery
“Given the combined effects of the
pandemic and associated financial impact
on the global economy, we continue to
believe it could be two years or more
before we see a sustainable recovery.”

“Everyone has a view what the recovery will
look like, but we'll not pretend to be able to
predict the path of the virus. We continue to
believe a full recovery is contingent upon
effective therapeutics and a vaccine.”
– Andrew Nocella, Chief Commercial
Officer, United Airlines

– Ed Bastian, CEO, Delta Air Lines

“The current environment is
more unpredictable and more
volatile than anything we ever
could have imagined.”
– Doug Parker, CEO,
American Airlines Group

“I think business travel will be very
slow to recover, and my guess is that it
will take five to 10 years for business
travel to fully recover to 2019 levels.”
– Gary Kelly, CEO, Southwest Airlines.

“The threat to the airline industry is
grave. There's no question about it.
And apocalyptic does actually
accurately describe the moment.“
– David Calhoun, CEO, Boeing

Passenger Recovery Scenarios

20
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Indust ry Forecast s of Passengers and Revenues
The industry forecasts of airline and airport passengers and revenue have changed rapidly in the months since March 2020, progressively
worsening, making it difficult for airports trying to keep up with a “moving-target” of the industry outlook.
And, this helps explain why a FY2021 budget adopted in or around March 2020 (to take effect July 1, 2020) would have appeared reasonable
at the time, but, is now in need of revision and/or assistance in terms of government aid to replace a rapidly declining outlook for airport
traffic and revenue.
Some examples of recent industry forecasts are provided below:
Airport Council Int ernat iona l (ACI) Forecast

Int ernat ional Air Transport Associat ion (IATA) Forecast

In early March 2020, ACI published an outlook for airport passengers and revenue, using two scenarios:

Similar to ACI, the IATAoutlook and published forecasts have
changed significantly from March 2020. As shown below, for
North America, IATAforecast a full-year 2020 decline of 10%
in March, and this outlook worsened to a full-year 2020 decline
of 53% in June.

• Optimistic scenario: COVID-19 impact limited to 2020 Q1
• Pessimistic scenario: COVID-19 impact continues through 2020 Q2
In both cases it was anticipated that traffic would recover to 2019 levels in the second half of 2020.
While there was not a specific quantitative forecast, it can be inferred that these scenarios would
result in a relatively mild overall decline in the full year 2020.
By May 2020, due to the significant changes in the
COVID-19 spread, ACI had a very different forecast,
with significant decline in airport passengers
and revenue in 2020, and not a full recovery
by the end of 2020.

2020 Percent Change in Airline Revenue Passenger Kilometers (RPKs)

2020 Percent Change

Dat e of IATA Forecast

Passengers

Revenue

North America

-41%

-47%

World

-50%

-57%

Source: ACI Advisory Bulletin.

5-Mar

24-Mar

14-Apr

9-J un

North America

-10%

-27%

-36%

-53%

World

-19%

-38%

-48%

-55%

Source: IATAbriefings published on website.
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Virginia airport passenger recovery scenarios
were developed… a long roa d a hea d t o ret urn

t o 2019 levels

• Inter VISTAS’ recovery scenarios were developed to reflect a
longer recovery horizon which was deemed more likely given
recent U.S. and world events. Current airline financial results
and guidance from airlines executives indicate passenger
recovery will be longer than originally anticipated.
• The scenarios were customized for the Virginia market using
airport traffic data and schedules for Virginia airports through
the first half of 2020
• The analysis models 3 recovery scenarios:
•

Scena rio 1: Steady Recovery – Rapid build-up of traffic requiring
coordinated lifting of travel restrictions across multiple jurisdictions.

•

Scena rio 2: Protracted Recovery – Global restrictions remain in place
for extended period due to continued flare ups.

•

Scena rio 3: Double Dip Recovery – Global restrictions are lifted and
a flare up of cases appear in the fall.

• Passenger recovery will be determined by our
country’s ability to control the virus. Until a
vaccine is widely available, meaningful recovery
will not occur.
• Business and international travel will be slow to
recover. International passengers represent 15%
of total Virginia passengers.
• Inter VISTAS believes the Double Dip recovery
scenario is the most likely to occur, resulting in
passengers returning to 2019 levels in the first
half of 2024.
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Base Air Service Recovery Scenarios for
Virginia Airport s: Index

Note: : Includes the
following airports: CHO,
DCA, IAD, LYH, ORF, PHF,
RIC, ROAand SHD; Seasons
based on IATAseasons
where summer = AprilOctober and winter =
November-March
Source: InterVISTAS analysis
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Base Air Service Recovery Scenarios for
Virginia Airport s: Pa ssengers
Forecast VA Annual Passengers
2020-2023

Note: Includes the
following airports: CHO, DCA,
IAD, LYH, ORF, PHF, RIC, ROA
and SHD; 2024 not shown
because forecast only goes
through 1Q 2024
Source: InterVISTAS analysis
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Base Air Service Recovery Scenarios for
Virginia Airport s: Pa ssengers
Act ual and Forecast Virginia Airport s Annual Passengers
2019-2023
Annual Passengers
Scenarios

Annual Percent Change From Prior Year

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

2020

2021

2022

2023

Scenario 1 - Steady Recovery

59,263,244

21,660,988

37,581,241

53,023,487

58,604,477

-63.4%

73.5%

41.1%

10.5%

Scenario 2 - Protracted

59,263,244

20,396,057

29,243,266

48,337,470

57,166,933

-65.6%

43.4%

65.3%

18.3%

Scenario 3 – Double Dip

59,263,244

20,391,976

23,553,287

44,319,105

55,758,000

-65.6%

15.5%

88.2%

25.8%

Note: Includes the following airports: CHO, DCA, IAD, LYH, ORF, PHF, RIC, ROAand SHD; 2024 not shown because forecast only goes through 1Q 2024
Source: InterVISTAS analysis

VA Airport COVID-19 Response
and Financial Implicat ions

26
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Review of
Current Airport
Sit uat ions and
Commonwealt h
Assist ance

DOAVasked Inter VISTAS to assist in
evaluating the impact of COVID-19 on
commercial airports in Virginia, and the
need for possible additional Commonwealth
aid to Virginia’s commercial airports to
ensure the funding needed to respond
to the significant decline in airport
traffic and revenue.
The following sections summarize
the results of this review and presents
recommendations for consideration.
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Informat ion on Airport Impact s and Responses
Inter VISTAS compiled information and conducted interviews with the 9 commercial airports in Virginia, focused on the impacts of Covid-19,
and the actions being taken by airports in response. The following sections present the findings

Airport Financial Act ions in Response t o COVID-19
All airports have experienced significant declines in traffic and revenue since March 2020.
Typical airport financial actions include:
• Freeze on hiring and/or salaries; not filling vacant positions;
combine certain positions; voluntary furloughs and retirements.
• Consolidated parking facilities and shuttle bus operations.
• Reduce budgeted operating expenses for FY2021 (July 1, 2020 to
June 30, 2021, except MWAA, which is on a calendar year fiscal year).
• Most airports cited the critical importance of CARES Act funds to
provide financial stability. As intended, CARES Act funds have
reduced pressure to lay off staff.

CARES Act funding combined wit h ot her expense
“belt -t ight ening” were originally viewed by most
airport s as sufficient t o manage finances t hrough
t he next 12-24 mont hs. However, t his out look
generally assumed t hat t here would be st eady
(or even robust ) recovery of t raffic (and all of
t he associat ed revenues) t hrough t he end of t he
current calendar year. A more prolonged recovery
period, as now appears likely will require furt her
act ion, and/or addit ional aid.

Airport Use of CARES Act Grant Funds
The CARES Act providing federal aid for airlines and airports was passed in March 2020. This has
provided significant funding for both airlines and airports to maintain their workforces and cover
operating expenses despite the significant reduction in activity in revenue. However, this funding
has a limit ed t imeframe of effect iveness, which varies depending on t he individual ent erprise.
Generally, airlines operate with fewer reserves and thinner margins in comparison to airports. It is
anticipated that the CARES Act funding will not provide financial relief for U.S. airlines beyond
Sept ember 30, 2020, and there are notices from major airlines that they will need to consider layoffs
and other forms of expense consolidation after this date. This can have an impact on individual airports,
in terms of airline willingness to provide service and contribute to “re-start” of market demand.
For airports, the CARES Act funding has been welcomed largely due to the flexibility in application –
the funds are available for any lawful airport purpose, including operat ing expenses, debt service
payment s, or capit al expendit ures. This has allowed airports to customize their Covid-19 financial
response plans based on their unique circumstances. The nine commercial airports in the
Commonwealth received a total of $308 million in CARES Act funding.
However, the distribution of CARES Act funding for airports was in some cases uneven in relation
to annual financial needs and raises questions around actions that individual airports might need
to consider —more, or less drastic depending on the availability and the level of any potential
future government aid.
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Virginia CARES Act Grant Amount s
Airport
Washington Dulles

Grant Amount
$143,395,227

Washington National

$85,708,037

Roanoke

$20,709,748

Norfolk

$19,847,270

Richmond

$18,814,584

Lynchburg

$6,647,475

Charlottesville

$6,279,972

Newport News

$4,135,878

Shenandoah Valley

$2,652,201

Tot al

$308,190,392
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Airline and Concessionaire Relief
All airports have been approached by airlines and other tenants with requests to consider different forms of rent and fee relief, especially
following the passage of CARES Act funding for airports. Note that the examples cited below due not apply uniformly to all airports, but
are just examples of some of the actions either taken or under consideration.
For airlines, potential actions vary
depending on the form of lease
agreement. Some agreements would
call for recalculation of airline fees to
account for reductions in nonairline
revenue. Examples of relief offered
to airlines include:
• Moratorium on fee increases, in
recognition of CARES Act funding
• Defer certain fees from current months
to the end of the calendar year
• Place expiring leases on holdover status
• Agreement for 6-month review
of financial status and potential
revised/updated actions (rather than
wait for end of 12-month fiscal year)

At some airports, certain concessionaires, such
as rental cars, have agreements that provide for
“correction” in the event of a major downturn in
traffic/business. For example, they are no longer
required to pay a Minimum Annual Guarantee
(MAG), and instead pay a percentage of revenue.
Examples of relief for various concessionaires such
as food/beverage and retail include:
• Abatement or deferral of fixed MAG’s, in favor of
payment of percentage of revenue
• Assistance in consolidating operations

In all cases, potential airline and tenant relief
has been considered within the context of:
• Legal requirements (bond resolutions, grant
assurances, etc.)
• Availability of “backstop” funding from CARES
• Review of financial projections for next 12 months

For all airport s t here have been
regular discussions, evaluat ions
and analyses of pot ent ial changes
t o fut ure revenues and act ions in
response. However, t he current
environment is ext remely
dynamic and uncert ain, and
t he expect at ions and scenarios
wit h regard t o aviat ion demand
recovery have become somewhat
more negat ive since March 2020.
Airport s have had t o cont inuously
revisit t he market /financial
condit ions and consider t he
likelihood of business scenarios
less opt imist ic t han just a
few mont hs earlier.

Most airports have significantly reduced near term (next year) capital program
spending plans, attributed to both: (1) uncertainty regarding project need
given reduced traffic levels, and (2) desire to preserve funds.
However, funded projects (grants or otherwise) are generally proceeding.
Airports recognize that there are advantages to undertaking construction
when traffic is reduced, and there are fewer operational disruptions.

Airport
Capit al
Programs

Capital program circumstances vary by individual airport, and it is very
difficult to generalize.

Comment ary on Exist ing Commonwealt h Funding Programs
Airports
generally view
the program
positively.
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Airports would welcome additional
Commonwealth support during
the unprecedented period of
Covid-19 impact, either in the form
of additional funding or flexibility
in the use of existing funding.
31
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Out look
As referenced in an earlier section, since the formal announcements and government actions related to Covid-19 in the United States,
the outlook has changed from “temporary impact” to a “more prolonged impact”. And the most recent increase in cases in the U.S.
has of course dampened the outlook further. The news changes daily.
The impacts are expected to be experienced in a variety of ways at the Virginia airports:
• Potential passenger
demand recovery that
could take 3-5 years to
once again realize 2019
demand levels

• Potential airline
consolidation, both
in the operating
companies and the
service to airports

• Underlying national
economic conditions
that impact not just
travel but also other
revenue-generating
activity at airports

• Further requests
from airport
tenants for relief
on revenue terms

• Difficult decisions
by airports to weigh
maintaining employment and
business arrangements in
relation to required financial
covenants such as debt service
coverage and financial
self-sufficiency

• The reduced ability to fund
capital projects and
generate constructionrelated employment
in the regional and
state economy

All of t his point s t o t he need t o consider pot ent ia l furt her a id for a irport s.

Furt her Aid for Airport s
The more that we learn about the likelihood of prolonged impacts of Covid-19, the
more we determine that it is prudent to plan for a future in which airports will need to
withstand a multi-year decline in passenger traffic and associated revenue, and not
just a temporary situation for a few months. This means the potential need for further
aid to airports, from federal or state sources.
There has been recent discussion of a new U.S. stimulus package in response to
Covid-19. Potential legislation has been proposed and discussed by different parties,
but not yet passed. Some proposals and discussions have indicated the potential for
additional direct aid to airlines and/or airports. However, the amounts and likelihood
are highly speculative at this time.
For commercial airports in Virginia, this indicates a potential need for state support to
ensure that airports have the resources necessary to maintain operations and financial
self-sufficiency, in the expectation that the recovery of passenger demand and
revenue generation will take longer than anticipated just a few months ago.
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Recovery Plan Financial
Recommendat ions

34

Recommendat ions for
Commonwealt h Aid
We have outlined several potential concepts in the following sections,
specific to aid that the Commonwealth might provide to the commercial
airports in Virginia. There are different forms of aid to consider, and we
have attempted to present a range of alternatives.
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CONCEPT 1

EXISTING PROGRAM: ADDITIONAL AID

The existing airport grant program used by the Commonwealth has been a useful source of funding for commercial
airport capital projects.
One concept to consider is to simply increase the amount of capital project funding that is available under this
program. This would not directly “solve” all of the financial strain experienced by airports, but it would provide a form
of indirect assistance. Airports have to balance the use of resources for different purposes, including operating
expenses and capital projects. To the extent there are additional grant resources for capital projects, it is possible that
airports will be able to re-prioritize operating revenues for critical operating expenses.
We would caution that this is potentially a limited solution. Airports have recognized that there is a need to defer and
re-phase capital projects. In some cases due to lack of resources, but also in some cases due to review of needs in
relation to the aviation demand outlook. In the current environment, most airports will need to be most concerned
with funding operating expenses and existing debt obligations, and not undertaking new capital projects.
However, while not necessarily directly addressing the most critical cash-funding needs of airports, it is anticipated
that additional grant funds under the existing Commonwealth program would be welcome and effective. For example,
if there are justified capital projects that have been deferred by airports in order to preserve cash flow, additional
grant funding could allow these projects to move forward. And, if these are projects justified by need, they would be
useful in terms of both supporting airport development and providing construction activity in the local economies.
It is assumed that any additional aid would only be for projects that can be justified in terms of airport needs.
Meaning, this would be a discretionary and needs-based program, with airports submitting applications for additional
grants above and beyond the entitlement allocations provided under the current program.
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Pros
• Utilizes existing grant
program
• Could assist airports in
proceeding with capital
projects that would
otherwise be cancelled or
deferred, and therefore
contributing to local
economic impact

Cons
• Does not provide
increased flexibility for
use of funds
• May support projects
that future demand
could not justify
• Might not solve airport
issues with loss of
revenue under
prolonged recovery
• Question as to
availability or source
of additional funds
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CONCEPT 2

EXISTING PROGRAM: TEMPORARY FLEXIBILITY

The existing airport grant program used by the Commonwealth has restrictions on the use of allocated funds.
The Commonwealth could consider providing temporary flexibility in the airport use of entitlement funds. While
not necessarily an increase in funds, it would provide more flexibility in the use of funds to respond to current
unprecedented conditions. As an example, airports could use Commonwealth entitlement funds for operating
expenses, which in an environment of significantly reduced airline activity and associated revenues would be
considered a higher priority than expenditure on new capital projects.
This would not be a change in the overall grant program, but rather a temporary exemption considering the
extraordinary circumstances.
This concept could also be combined with a general increase in allocated aid to airports (Concept 1, above),
which would make the combined effect much more effective for the airports.
It is assumed that any flexibility in the airport use of entitlement funds would need to be justified in terms of airport
needs. Meaning, this would be a discretionary and needs-based program.

Pros
• Generally utilizes existing
funding program.
Aviation Board can
authorize use for
operating expenses.
• Provides airports with
greater flexibility to
utilize grant funds to
meet current
extraordinary challenges
• Not a permanent change
to the grant program

Cons
• Could introduce
questions regarding
making the changes
permanent
• Without a significant
increase in funds,
might not solve the
airport shortfall
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CONCEPT 3

NEW PROGRAM: DIRECT AID

The Commonwealth could consider a new program that provides direct aid to commercial service airports, outside
of the current grant program. Instead of a focus on funding only capital projects, a New Program of direct aid would
be focused on direct aid to airports that could be used for any airport lawful purpose, including capital projects,
operating expenses and debt service payments, similar to the CARES Act funding for airports.
This would essentially be a supplement to the CARES Act grant funds for airports, which will not sustain all airports
if there is a prolonged recovery in aviation demand, and if there is not a significant second round of similar federal
grants to airports.
There would need to be discussion about how this direct aid would be allocated and/or administered.
• Consideration of previous CARES Act funding?
• Methodology for funding amounts?
• Administration in relation to actual expenses?
One approach to funding allocation would be to establish an available pool of funding, and require airports to
apply for grants, based on identified need. Need could be demonstrated with a financial pro forma illustrating any
projected shortfall in funding current operations or could be in the form of important capital investment (both for
meeting an airport need and creating local economic activity).
This program would require a new funding source.
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Pros
• Could be separated from
existing grant program
• Could be made temporary
to cover the COVID-19
period, and then revert
to the traditional
grant program
• Recognizes the need for
additional funds and
adds flexibility

Cons
• Could make airports
adjust business plans
such that there is a
need to rely on the
temporary program in
the future
• Would likely
require significant
policy/legislative action
for a new program
• Requires new source
of funds outside of
existing program
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CONCEPT 4

NEW PROGRAM: LOANS

The Commonwealth could consider a new program that provides direct loans or loan guarantees to commercial
service airports. This would allow airports to borrow money to address short-term declines in airport activity and
revenues and repay the loans as airport finances recover and improve.
There are different ways that the Commonwealth could provide or otherwise facilitate loans to airports, for example:
•

The Commonwealth could offer direct loans. Airports could use revenue-generated cash flow to repay loans,
or possibly direct some of the future Commonwealth grant entitlements towards repayment.

•

The Commonwealth could arrange with other government agencies for loans to airports. This could include
government economic development authorities, or other agencies with loan issuance authorization.

•

The Commonwealth could use its funding program as a form of loan guarantee or “backup” collateral for an
airport to use in obtaining favorable terms for private bank loans

In any case, it is anticipated that these would be short-term loans in order to “bridge the gap”, if needed, between
near-term significant declines in airport revenue and recovery over the next few years.

Pros
• Establishes more
accountability by having
operator incur a debt
• Does not compromise
the existing program
• Is by definition
“needs based”
• Assist airports in “bridging
the gap” to full recovery

Cons
• Creates a liability for
an already stressed
based industry
• Does not provide more money
• Unless combined with a
program that grants money
is not likely to be perceived
as generous
• Unknown ability of
Commonwealth to offer
such financial instruments
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CONCEPT 5

NEW PROGRAM: MARKETING AND PROMOTION

Pros

The Commonwealth can invest in marketing and promotion that is consistent with the Departments goal of promoting
aviation in the Commonwealth. The shortfall of funds is a direct result of a lack of travel, and will only be relieved in
the long run by getting people traveling again. Marketing would have the advantage of promoting all airports.

• Investment in recovery
of demand, for the
benefit of airports and
economic impact

It is now apparent, from the early stages of the passenger recovery, leisure passengers and VFR (visiting friends
& relatives) will lead the recovery. The competition for the travel spending dollar will be fierce as the Country
rebounds from the pandemic. The various Commonwealth agencies must work together and with public and
private partners to maximize the potential of travel and tourism to create jobs.

• Efforts would not be
just for Covid-19,
but linked to longerterm development
• Stage budget currently
includes $1.2M over
biennium for new airline
service development.

Cons
• No real “cons”
to marketing and
promotion, unless
done poorly
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CONCEPT 6

NEW PROGRAM: MAKING AIRPORTS SAFE

The Commonwealth can support commercial airports by making them safe for travel. All airports have undertaken
various health measures to ensure passenger safety. Some examples are listed below;
•

Installing protective plexiglass screens in key areas such as check-in counters, boarding gates, information
counters and TSA checkpoint queue lines.

•

Coordinating with janitorial staff to ensure that high traffic areas including restrooms, TSA checkpoints,
international arrivals and employee areas have been deep cleaned.

•

Making sure high “touch-point” areas such as kiosks, handrails and elevator buttons are
cleansed frequently.

•

Placing signs throughout the terminal reminding passengers, visitors and employees to
practice safe social distancing and informational signage on how to prevent the spread of COVID-19.

•

Positioning floor markings throughout the terminals, displaying where passengers should stand to ensure
proper social distancing.

•

Adding additional hand sanitizing stations throughout the terminals and near information counters, as
well as key employee operating areas.

•

Increasing the replenishment schedule of hand sanitizing solutions.

By creating a state-wide, health safety airport program, the Commonwealth could market it, similar to the, “Good
Housekeeping Seal of Approval”, thus instilling confidence in the flying public.
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Pros
• Proactive campaign
to show the traveling
public the measures
undertaken to ensure
their health safety
• Consistent standards
for airports to follow
(and not each try to
figure it out)

Cons
• Possible confusion
with standards
on different levels
(Global, National, etc.)
• Buy-in required from
all Virginia airports
• Not necessarily
“mirrored” by airports
at the other end of
the journey
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• We do not believe that the concepts are necessarily mutually
exclusive, although there is some overlap.

Int er VISTAS
Recommendat ions

• Concepts 3 and 4 would have the most positive financial
impact for the airports, but also likely the biggest challenges
of implementation, specifically in identifying the funding
sources. We recommend that the Commonwealth investigate
the feasibility of Concepts 3 and/or 4, given the potential
highest positive impact.
• At the same, we recommend that the Commonwealth consider
taking actions consistent with Concepts 5 and 6, which would
not replace any package of additional financial aid, but would
be complementary and valuable whatever the outcome of any
decision regarding grants or loans.
• Finally, in the event it is determined that Concepts 3 and/or
4 are not feasible for reasons of policy and/or availability of
funds, we recommend that the Commonwealth be prepared
to advance Concepts 1 and 2, which would have less positive
financial impacts for airports, but would nonetheless
offer some value.
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